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ROUND 4 INTERVIEW 
July 26, 2020 
 
MATTHEW WOLFF  ( -14) 
 
 
Q.  Overall, decent round, good defense to your title. How do you feel about the 
weekend and today's round? 
 
MATTHEW WOLFF:  Yeah, I love this place. You know, the volunteers, everyone, everyone 
who helped to put this tournament on, thank you.  
 
Yeah, it's a tough way to finish, but I felt like I played really well, really good today. I 
honestly, I should have made a lot more putts that really didn't go in. I hit a bunch of good 
ones and was hitting it good all day. That last hole just got a funky number, but it is what it is. 
I feel like I played really well here and I really like this course, so looking to carry on 
momentum for the next couple weeks. 
 
Q.  Specifically on the greens, you mentioned the putting, examples like 9, 10, 11, for 
example? 
 
MATTHEW WOLFF:  Yeah, I mean, it was all day honestly. No. 6 I hit a perfect putt, where I 
was looking. No. 8, same thing. Yeah, 9, 10, 11, there was a bunch more. I really just never 
got anything like really going. Never even was close to making a bogey until the last hole 
and the putts just really weren't dropping, so I guess it just wasn't meant to be today. 
 
Q.  With the way you played Detroit and then backing it up this week, does that kind of 
give you more confidence with the stuff you've been working on lately, that that's 
really been working out? 
 
MATTHEW WOLFF:  Absolutely, yeah. I think that my coach, George Gankas (inaudible) 
this week, and we really didn't even work on anything new, just the stuff that I've been 
working on the last couple months. Really happy with where my game's at, especially with 
Memphis and the PGA coming up. Hopefully I can finish off strong my nine-week stretch and 
then have a well-deserved week off. 
 


